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Axial peaks arise from magnetization which is not frequency-
labeled in at least one indirect dimension of a multidimensional
NMR1 experiment.2 Because they correspond to incomplete
coherence transfers, axial peaks represent a considerable
magnetization reservoir. Here we show that the previously
introduced projection technique3,4allows the derivation of useful
information from axial coherences. In these experiments3-15

the evolution of chemical shifts in the projected dimension gives
rise to cosine modulation of the transfer amplitude, which leads
to peak doublets encodingn + 1 chemical shifts in an
n-dimensional spectrum. Axial single-quantum coherences
which are frequency-labeled in all indirect dimensions except
the projected one can be observed as peaks located at the center
of the doublets. Simultaneous acquisition of projected and
central peaks facilitates the symmetrization of the spectrum6,9,16

and the unambiguous assignment of multiple peak doublets with
degenerate chemical shifts in the other dimensions.6,15

NMR experiments delineating exclusively scalar connectivi-
ties are either “out-and-stay” experiments, in which excitation
and detection is on different nuclei, or “out-and-back” schemes,
in which the magnetization is detected on the same proton which
was initially excited (Figure 1).17 Moreover, the one-bond scalar
coupling topology of the spins correlated in different indirect
dimensions of out-and-back experiments (S, K, and L in Figure
1) may be bifurcated or linear. For “bifurcated out-and-back”
3D HS<KL> experiments, where underlined letters denote
nuclei observed in a common dimension4 and the enclosed spins
represent the two branches, recording of central peaks can be
achieved as recently described for 3D HNN<COCA>.6 After

magnetization transfer from H to S,1JSK and 1JSL at the
branching point (Figure 1a) evolve simultaneously, and the spin
with the larger coupling to S is detected in quadrature. The
product operator termsSxKzLz andSyKz give rise to doublets
and central peaks, respectively, which have opposite sign (see
Figure 4 in ref 6). In the corresponding 4D experiment, the
termSyKz would give rise to noninformative axial peaks.

Most triple-resonance pulse schemes designed for proteins17

represent linear “out-and-back” experiments. In 3D HSKL
(Figure 1b),1JSK and1JKL evolve during sequential transfer steps.
Hence, central peaks have to come from magnetization which
has been transferred to K, but not to L. With HSQC-type
magnetization transfer and K detected in quadrature, the doublets
and central peaks arise from the product operator termsSzKzLy
andSzKy, respectively with peak patterns as in 3D HS<KL>
(see supporting information). The transfer amplitudes of
doublets and central peaks are proportional to sin2(π1JKLτ) and
cos2(π1JKLτ), respectively, whereτ is the duration of the transfer
delay. Considering1JKL only, all three peaks have the same
intensity if cos2(π1JKLτ°) ) 0.5 sin2(π1JKLτ°) at τ° ) 0.61/
(21JKL). τ° is close to the transfer maximum when rapidT2-
relaxation and/or additional passive couplings prevent a com-
plete transfer. Then, the central peaks are exclusively derived
from otherwise discarded magnetization and are acquired
without extra expense of instrument time.

Projected 3D HCSH experiments rely on sequential in-phase
magnetization transfer from1H Via 13C and S to1H (Figure
1c), so that magnetization initially excited on1H yields the
doublets. When the refocusing delay of the first INEPT is set
to a compromise value which accounts for simultaneous transfer
from 1H to 13C in CH, CH2 and CH3,18 a considerable fraction
of 13C single-quantum coherence originating from13C steady-
state magnetization is not dephased by1JCH at the end of this
delay. If 13C is detected in quadrature, this magnetization
reservoir provides central peaks, while it would be discarded
by axial peak suppression in the parent 4D experiment.2 In the
3D HR/âCR/â(CO)NHN experiment,5 which correlates the1HR/â

and13CR/â chemical shifts of a given amino acid residuei in a
protein with the backbone15N and1HN chemical shifts of residue
i + 1, the central peaks allow facile distinction of doublets from
RCH andâCH by symmetrization aboutΩ(13CR) andΩ(13Câ),
respectively. Considering1HR/â and 13CR/â steady-state mag-
netization, the density matrixσ describing observable magne-
tization at the start of acquisition is proportional to5,19 20
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Figure 1. Magnetization transfer pathways of reduced-dimensionality
triple-resonance experiments. (a) “Out-and-back” 3D HS<KL> experi-
ment for bifurcated one-bond scalar coupling topology. (b) Corre-
sponding 3D HSKL experiment for linear topology. (c) “Out-and-stay”
3D HCSH experiment. H and C denote proton and carbon spins, S a
heterospin (e.g., 13C or 15N), and K and L either protons or heterospins.
The two nuclei observed in a common dimension are in a shaded box,
and among these the nucleus detected in quadrature is marked with an
asterisk. Uni- and bidirectional magnetization transfers are represented
by arrows and double arrows, respectively.
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I(i+1) denotes HN of residuei + 1 andτ the refocusing delay,n
) 1, 2, or 3 for CH, CH2, and CH3, respectively,κ is the scaling
factor for 1H chemical shifts,4,5 T1(X) and γ(X) are the
nonselective longitudinal relaxation time and the gyromagnetic
ratio of nucleus X, andTrel denotes the relaxation delay between
successive scans, withTrel . τ. If 13C is detected in quadrature,
the first term of the sum in (eq 1) yields doublets alongω1(13C),5

while the second term gives rise to central peaks. The central
peaks are dispersive when the doublets are phased absorptive.
To prevent cancellation from spectral overlap, we record two
data sets in an interleaved fashion, between which the first 90°
pulse on1H is shifted by 180°. Product operator terms from
1H then have opposite sign, so that the sum and the difference
yield two subspectra containing either the central peaks or the
doublets. Addition of the subspectra is not recommended, since
this would not facilitate the spectral analysis but decrease the
signal-to-noise ratio21 by 21/2.
Figure 2 shows cross sections containing doublets (Figure

2a) and central peaks (Figure 2b) from a 3D HR/âCR/â(CO)NHN
experiment with the uniformly13C,15N doubly-labeled protein
434(1-63),1,22as well as the separation of theω(13C)( ∆ω(1H)
doublets by symmetrization about their centers (Figure 2, c and
d). The fact that both spectra were derived from the same
experiment ensured accurate relative positioning of the singlet
and doublet peaks. At 13°C, 434(1-63) reorients with a
correlation time of about 6 ns (P. Luginbu¨hl, K. Pervushin, H.
Iwai, and K. Wüthrich, to be published), so that spectra of
comparable quality can be expected for molecular weights up
to about 15 kDa at commonly used temperatures around 30°C.

τ (eq 1) was optimized for maximal intensity of the doublets,
i.e., for 1JCH ) 135 Hz,τ ) 2.1 ms.5,20 Assuming that [1-
exp(-Trel/T1(1HR/â))] ) [1 - exp(-Trel/T1(13CR/â))] for small
and medium-sized proteins,23 and that INEPT provides the
theoretical gain ofγ(1H)/γ(13C) ) 4, eq 1 predicts for CH, or
for CH2 with nondegenerate chemical shifts, that the ratios of
the peak intensities of the doublet components and the corre-
sponding central peaks are 2 tan[π1JCHτ] ) 2.47. For CH3
groups this number is 7.41. The actual values of these ratios
are lowered by reduced INEPT gain and byT2(1H)-relaxation
and passive1H-1H scalar couplings during1H chemical shift
evolution; we measured relative intensities of 1.9( 0.3 for 58
CH groups, 1.3( 0.3 for 41 CH2 groups, and 3.9( 0.6 for 4
alanyl methyl groups in 434(1-63). Clearly, the central peaks
will normally be observed when the doublets are recorded with
a workable signal-to-noise ratio, and they may be present even
if rapid T2(1H)-relaxation broadens the doublets beyond detec-
tion.
In conclusion, we propose the simultaneous acquisition of

central peaks in reduced-dimensionality triple-resonance NMR
experiments. Possible applications include 3D HNNCAHA (see

supporting information), 3D HNNCOCA,9 2D HNNCA,4 and
2D HNNCO8 experiments recorded for small and medium-sized
proteins, or 2D HCCH-COSY employed for13C labeled organic
compounds, where for most experiments with macromolecules
no additional investment of instrument time is required.
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σ ∼ Ix,(i+1) cos[Ω(15Ni+1)t2]{[1 - exp(-Trel/T1(
1HR/â))]

sin[π1JCHτ] cos(n-1)[π1JCHτ] cos[Ω(13Ci
R/â)t1]

cos[κΩ(1Hi
R/â)t1] + γ(13C)/γ(1H) [1 -

exp(-Trel/T1(
13CR/â))] cosn[π1JCHτ] sin[Ω(13Ci

R/â)t1] (1)

Figure 2. Cross sections alongω1(13C) taken from two subspectra of
a 3D HR/âCR/â(CO)NHN experiment recorded on a Bruker AMX-600
spectrometer with acquisition of central peaks. The protein studied is
the 434(1-63)22 (T ) 13 °C, pH ) 4.6, concentration 2.5 mM).
Chemical shifts are relative to internal DSS.25 (a) Subspectrum
containing the doublets of Leu 52 atω1(13CR) ( ∆ω1(1HR), ω1(13Câ) (
∆ω1(1Hâ2), andω1(13Câ) ( ∆ω1(1Hâ3), which are detected on the NH
group of Gly 53 withω2(15N) ) 108.2 ppm andω3(1HN) ) 7.81 ppm.
(b) Subspectrum containing the corresponding central peaks atω1(13CR)
andω1(13Câ). (c,d) Same as a after separation of the CR and Câ doublets
by symmetrization,16 which was performed by replacing the intensities
of each pair of data pointsi andj, centered about the maximum of the
central peaks, by sgn(i)‚min(i,j) in the case wherei andj have the same
sign and by zero otherwise. In a, c, and d, the in-phase splittings
measured on the13C chemical shift scale in ppm, 2∆ω1(1H), are equal
to 2κ δω(1H)[γ(1H)/γ(13C)], whereδω(1H) denotes the chemical shift
difference in ppm with respect to the1H carrier position at 2.96 ppm.
The splittings are indicated by arrows.κ was set to 1.70, so thatω1-
(1HR) ) 4.28 ppm,ω1(1Hâ2) ) 1.92 ppm, andω1(1Hâ3) ) 1.58 ppm.
The 13CR/â chemical shifts obtained from the central peaks in b are
identified by dashed vertical lines atω1(13CR) ) 53.3 ppm andω1-
(13Câ) ) 42.7 ppm. The previously published pulse scheme for 3D
HR/âCR/â (CO)NHN5 was supplemented with pulsed field gradients for
coherence pathway rejection26,27and a sensitivity enhancement scheme,28

and a semi-constant-time module29 was used for1H frequency labeling.
82(t1)× 30(t2)× 512(t3) complex points were accumulated;t1,max(13CR/â)
) 6.56 ms,t1,max(1HR/â) ) 11.2 ms,t2,max(15N) ) 21.0 ms;t3,max(1HN) )
62.5 ms. Two scans per increment were acquired, resulting in a
measurement time of 22 h. The data matrix was extended by linear
prediction30 to 164 and 60 complex points alongt1 and t2 and then
multiplied with shifted sine functions. The spectrum was processed
using the program PROSA.32
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